Midterm

- Coverage: Up to and including this week’s lecture material.
- RA will be emphasized more that SQL.
- But SQL will be on it too.
- There are old tests and exams on the Tests page (see “More”).
Midterm

For section, L0101/L2001
- Date: Wednesday 24 February
- Time: 12:10 to 1:00 pm
- Location: University College, rooms 266 (A-L) + 273 (M-Z)

For section, L0201/L2201
- Date: Wednesday 24 February
- Time: 2:10 to 3:00 pm
- Location: University College, rooms 266 (A-L) + 273 (M-Z)
Assignment 2

Part 1: SQL statements
- will be available by Monday
- you will be prepared for it after this week (including Prep6)
- the schema is provided, and you won’t need to understand DDL in detail. But slides on DDL are posted if you want to look ahead.

Part 2: JDBC
- will be available afterwards
- you will be prepared for it by the end of week 6